
CORVETTES THAT 
COULD HAVE BEEN 

From the beginning the Corvette has been a test-bed. Here are some 
ideas that reached the show circuit or the track but didn't see production 

T
he Corvette 
began its public 
life as a Mo
torama show 
car, and proba

bly spawned more show 
cars and experimental 
prototypes than any other 
American production au
tomobile . Some of them 
influenced future Cor
vettes, others were in
fluenced by future Cor
vettes , and still others 
merely pointed down 
blind alleys. What fol
lows is not a definitive list of Corvette pro
totypes, but rather the selected highlights 
from 40 years of original thinking. These 
are the Corvettes that could have been . 

The spectacular Motorama debut of the 
original '53 roadster left GM stylists reaching 
for an encore. After much brainstorming, 
they conceived three clever Corvette varia
tions for the 1954 show. The fIrst took a 
minimalist approach to transforming the spar
tan roadster into a more civilized GT, adding 
roll-up windows, exterior door locks and an 
airy , graceful, removable hardtop. All of 
these changes, of course, appeared on the 
1956 production car, whose removable top 
virtually copied that of the show special. 

The second of the '54 Motorama cars took 
the GT theme a step further, with a fIxed, 
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fastback top and less-radically curved wind
shield. Chevy called this one the "Corvair" 
and probably would have produced it if sales 
of the stock roadsters hadn't been so slow. 

Former Chevrolet studio chief Clare 
MacKichan conceived the third car-the 
legendary "Waldorf Nomad" to "double-

GM Design's William Mitchell campaigned his SS-based Sting Ray II racer in 1959-60 
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Variations of original 
1953 roadster debuted 
in '54 Motorama show 
at New York's Waldorf 
Astoria: GT with a 
fixed, fastback top 
called the 'Corvair' 
(left) and wagon 
version dubbed the 
'Waldorf Nomad' built 
off a '53 Chevy sedan 
chassis. Nomad 
styling cues wound up 
on full-size 1955-57 
Bel Airs 

cross" the competItIOn. " Nobody would 
expect to see a wagon version of the Cor
vette," he explained to historian Karl Lud
vigsen. Stylists Carl Renner and Ron Ca
daret brought the idea to life, using mo
dified Corvette body panels on a standard 
'53 Chevy sedan chassis . GM Design vice 
president Harley Earl watched the crowd at 
New York's Waldorf Astoria hotel, noting 
their wide-eyed admiration for the sporty 
wagon, and promptly phoned MacKichan 
with orders to develop a production version. 

o Renner actually cut and spliced existing 
b full-size drawings of the Nomad and the 
11: planned '55 full-size Chevy and, somewhat 
ffi remarkably, made the hybrid work. Chevro
~ let sold 22,898 Nomads in 1955-57 but as 
~ Bel Airs , not Corvettes. 
~ Meanwhile , Chevrolet engineer Zora 
~ Arkus-Duntov busied himself with a far 
G more ambitious racing project: the magne-

sium-bodied, tube-framed Corvette SS , a 
prototype race car designed from the ground 
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Tube-framed Corvette 
SS prototype (above) 
was Chevy engineer 
Zora Arkus-Ountov's 
pet racing project to 

compete against 
Europe's best in '57. 

Meanwhile, stylist 
Mitchell built 

radical-looking 
bubble-topped 

XP-700 in early 1959 

up to compete against Europe's best. 
Powered by a modified Corvette engine 
with aluminum heads and 307 hp at 6400 
rpm, the SS featured a ball-joint front sus
pension and a de Dion rear axle with in
board rear brakes. The SS dogged the Jag
uars and Ferraris at Sebring in ' 57 before a 
broken suspension bushing took it out of the 
race. Arkus-Duntov had started building 
three more for LeMans when GM chose to 
stop competing in auto racing. 

A year later, however, William Mitchell, 
then GM's assistant director of design, 
bought an SS test mule, rebodied it (with 
design assistance from Californian Larry 
Shinoda) , and campaigned it in both SCCA 
and USAC events in '59 and '60. Recently, 
designer and historian Strother MacMinn 
described Mitchell's racer for Automobile 
Quarterly as " an aerodynamically curved 
shingle barely passing over the wheels with 
tapered 'blips' for clearance." Mitchell 
called it the Sting Ray, and it clearly pro
phesied the look of Corvettes to come. 

Meanwhile, Mitchell built the bubble
topped XP-700, which debuted in early 
1959. One magazine thought it " appears as 
though it should be orbiting the Earth," but 
also pointed out that Mitchell had borrowed 
the XP-700's "floating grille" and clear
glass headlights from California customizer 
George Barris. Sports Cars ILlustrated 
rashly predicted an all-new generation of 
Corvettes based on the XP-700 theme, pos
sibly with steel bodies, and perhaps as soon 
as 1960. Of course , only the XP-700's pert 
little tail saw production, on the face-lifted 
Corvette of 1961 and ' 62 . 

GM's anti-racing stance had already sof
tened by 1959, and Arkus-Duntov resumed 
his race-related experiments, building a pro-
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totype single-seater largely out of Corvette 
SS components. The boiling-hot cockpit of 
the SS-and Arkus-Duntov's positive expe
rience with Porsches-inspired him to posi
tion the engine directly behind the driver. 

He named the car CERV-I, which could 
stand for Chevrolet Experimental Racing 
Vehicle, or Chevrolet Engineering Research 
Vehicle, depending on the prevailing winds 
from the 14th floor. Its 96-inch wheelbase 
fit then-current rules for Indianapolis, and 

Arkus-Duntov told GM management that a 
successful demonstration of CERV-I would 
dispel any public doubts about the rear-en
gine Corvair. Of course, CERV-I really ex
isted because Arkus-Duntov was already 
contemplating a mid-engine Corvette. 

Arkus-Duntov first proposed CER V -I' s 
successor, CERV II, to meet international 
sports-prototype rules for the 1963 season. 
Some of his more radical ideas included tu
bular front suspension arms, a three-speed 
planetary transmission, and a 240-cid V8 
with single-cam, three-valve heads. GM's 
anti-racing policy temporarily derailed the 
project, but within a year Arkus-Duntov 
was testing a revised CERV II as a direct 
answer to Ford ' s upcoming GT40. This 
time he used a 377-cid Gran Sport engine 
modified to bum methanol. To handle its 
theoretically possible 500 hp, Arkus-Duntov 
coupled separate driveshafts to each end of 
the engine, which drove separate torque 
converters and two-speed gearboxes at each 
end of the chassis. The car tested impres
sively, but again corporate policy kept it out 
of any serious racing. 

The first of Mitchell's "Shark" cars de
buted at Road America in Elkhart Lake, 
Wis., in June of 1961. By that time Mit
chell had virtually completed (though not 
yet won approval for) the 1963 Sting Ray , 
and wanted-for his own satisfaction as 
much as anything-to test the limits of the 
new design. A few years ago, Larry Shin
oda told Road & Track editor-at-Iarge John 
Lamm how Mitchell wanted the car painted 
to match the shark he had mounted in his 
office, fading from blue-black on top to a 
light gray at the bottom. When the boys in 

Mitchell's '61 
'Shark' car (above) 
was renamed 
Mako Shark for '65 
show circuit, 
which also 
featured Larry 
Shinoda's Mako 
Shark II. Later in 
'65 GM made Mako 
II (left) a runner, 
then turned it into 
the '69 Manta Ray 
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'68 Corvette 
inspired the 

Astro-Vette (right), 
based on a '68 

roadster. XP-819's 
backbone frame 

design was basis 
for mid-engined 

XP-880, which 
appeared at '68 

New York show as 
Astro II (below) 

the paint shop couldn't match the car to the 
fish to Mitchell's . satisfaction, reported 
Shinoda, they secretly repainted the fish to 
match the car. 

"You guys really captured it," exclaimed 
the very pleased design vp, who apparently 
never figured out exactly how they had done 
it. GM renamed the car Mako Shark in 
1965, when it toured the show circuit with 
Shinoda's even more radical Mako Shark II. 

The Mako Shark II that debuted at the 
1965 New York auto show was only a 
mOCkup. It would have been difficult to drive 
anyway, with its funky, squared-off steering 
handle that incorporated thumb-wheels for 
tum signals and gear selection. GM built a 
working version later that year, with a some
what more normal interior and without exter
nal exhausts. The color contrast between top 
and bottom was more sudden and striking on 
the running car, which was powered by a 
427-cid V8. (Emblems on the mockup had 
announced a 396 under the hood.) Then, with 
a revised and lengthened tail, tunneled back
light, and yet another variation on the shark
tone paint scheme, the running Mako IT be
came the 1969 Manta Ray. 

The Mako Shark led directly to the pro
duction '68 Corvette, of course, which in 
tum inspired the Astro-Vette, a '68 roadster 
sporting serious body modifications in the 
name of high-speed aerodynamics. Ostensi
bly designed for record-breaking, the Astro
Vette never progressed beyond a semi-func
tional show car painted an unfortunately ce
tacean white. The stylists themselves 
derided it as "Moby Dick." 

One of the most interesting "Corvette" 
experimentals-the Mako Shark-esque XP-
819 of 1965-actually originated outside of 
Arkus-Duntov's Corvette group, in Chevro
let Research and Development under Frank 
Winchell. Winchell's experiments with 
high-performance Corvairs had convinced 
him that a rear-engine Corvette might be 
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possible, and he probed the limits of the 
idea with this unlikely vehicle (' 'Escape 
Road," AW, Sept. 17, '90). 

. Despite XP-819's resounding failure, 
Winchell salvaged its backbone frame de
sign for the mid-engine XP-880, which GM 
management briefly considered producing 
as a competitor for Ford's roadgoing 
GT40s. Interestingly, Winchell kept the 
XP-880's V8 engine facing rearward-as it 
had been positioned in XP-819-to simplify 
both packaging and cooling. While XP-880 
never saw production, it did appear at the 
1968 New York auto show as the Astro II. 

Two rotary engines 
mated in double

ended body in '72 
made for '4 Rotor' 
prototype (above), 

which returned in '75 
with a small-block as 

Aerovette. Project was 
spinoff of '2 Rotor' 

(right) shown at 
Frankfurt in '73, built 

on a Porsche chassis 

GM's brief flirtation with the· Wankel ro
tary engine led to two of the most famous 
Corvette show cars of the '70s. Mitchell 
thought that a smaller, mid-engine, rotary 
powered sports car might replace both the 
Corvette and the Opel GT. MacKichan, 
by then chief of advanced design, headed 
the project, which began in early 1971 
under the designation XP-897GT. Italian 
coachbuilder Pininfarina actually built the. 
body on a shortened Porsche 914 chassis, 
and the "2 Rotor" Corvette debuted at 
Frankfurt in September 1973. 

In the winter of 1971-72, with the Italians 
working feverishly to complete XP-897GT, 
Arkus-Duntov decided to build a "big
block" version-mating two of the experi
mental rotary engines together, for a total of 
four rotors and 585 cubic inches-in an
other of the XP-882 chassis. Mitchell dictated 
its double-ended body, which was expertly 
executed by designer Henry Haga and 
Chevrolet Studio 3. Paul Bracq, then BMW's 
design chief, was quoted as saying the four
rotor Corvette was the most brilliantly de
signed car he had seen in a long time. 

Then, in 1975, Mitchell rescued the four
rotor Corvette from storage, installed a 400-
cid Chevrolet small-block, and renamed it 
the Aerovette. 

Recently we've seen a minor renaissance 
of stunning Corvette concepts, beginning 
with the mid-engine mock-up of the 1986 
Corvette Indy-which by 1990 had evolved 
into the fully functional eERV ill. But rather 
than Corvettes that could have been, those are 
Corvettes that still might be .• 
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